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1. Introduction
At the heart of the Wordlex business ecosystem is its own Utility token, WDX, issued on the TRON
blockchain. The WDX token is focused on interaction within the business ecosystem, making proﬁt from
staking (an alternative method of mining), referral charges, as well as purchasing goods and services on
unique terms.

Emission of WDX: 10,000,000,000 tokens. 50% of the issue (5,000,000,000 WDX) is blocked for
distribution by staking, referral program and product lines, 35% (3,500,000,000 WDX) is allocated to the
project team, 15% (1,500,000,000 WDX) goes to marketing.
Within the ecosystem, the participant can:
•
•
•
•

Interact with decentralized ﬁnancial instruments.
Manage your assets with complete anonymity and transparency.
Receive income from staking and referral programs.
Buy goods and services on exclusive terms.

The main territory of the ecosystem's activity: the CIS countries with a systematic expansion to the
markets of Europe and Asia. Start of the company was in Russia.

2. Decentralization and security
WDX is released on the TRON blockchain system.
https://tronscan.org/#/token20/TThrzAzRj2Pw4CQjqo1dk2zGyifPhuNHRu
All operations take place on closed, audited smart contracts. In a smart contract, you cannot
change the terms of staking, affiliate programs and referral charges. Transactions are completely
transparent and anonymous; everyone can view the entire history in the TronScan blockchain
explorer. This does not require specialized technical knowledge.
No veriﬁcation is required from the user. Each participant keeps their assets on a cold or hot
wallet, which he considers as convenient and safe for him.
A single point of access to a variety of ﬁnancial instruments and purchases on unique terms. The
platform is located on the Internet and operates on the TRON blockchain, which allows people
from different countries of the world to unite without any restrictions.

3. Economic model and proﬁtability
Statuses
The status determines the limit on the weekly withdrawal of funds from staking and the depth of receiving
rewards under the affiliate program.
List of status Standard:
Name
Free

Price

Pay out limit

Referral lines

$0,00

0

0

Test Drive

$10,00

$5,00

1

Bronze 1

$100,00

$50,00

2

Bronze 2

$300,00

$150,00

3

Bronze 3

$1 000,00

$500,00

5

Silver 1

$3 000,00

$1 500,00

7

Silver 2

$6 000,00

$3 000,00

8

Silver 3

$9 000,00

$4 500,00

10

Gold 1

$10 000,00

$2 500,00

10

Gold 2

$15 000,00

$3 750,00

10

Gold 3

$20 000,00

$5 000,00

10

Platinum 1

$25 000,00

$6 250,00

10

Platinum 2

$30 000,00

$7 500,00

10

Platinum 3

$40 000,00

$10 000,00

10

Brilliant 1

$50 000,00

$12 500,00

10

Brilliant 2

$100 000,00

$25 000,00

10

Brilliant 3

$200 000,00

$50 000,00

10

List of status VIP:

Withdrawal takes place in WDX tokens, equivalent to the speciﬁed amount in $.

When you buy 10 statuses by partners from the ﬁrst line, you get 5% of their cost.
- Statuses are bought for TRX.
- An increase in status occurs with the help of a surcharge. If a person bought a status for $ 100 and wants
to upgrade to a status for $ 300, then only $ 200 needs to be paid.
- When the status is raised, it becomes possible to withdraw the increased difference immediately. If there
was a status for $ 100 and the participant withdrew $ 50, raised the status to $ 300, then he will have the
opportunity to withdraw another $ 100 immediately and after that there will be a week update.
- The withdrawal limit does not apply to referral rewards from staking, from the sale of statuses and
vehicle program.

Staking
Standard WDX staking (alternative mining method)
The percentage is calculated from the amount of the deposit once a day.
Initial status: bought in TRX coins for the equivalent of $ 10 and so on.
Withdrawal: process in WDX tokens equivalent to $ 5 or more per week.
Proﬁt: from 0.3% to 1.5% per day
The percentage of daily accruals depends on:

0 days

30 days

90 days

180 days

365 days

545 days

0 WDX

0.3%

0.4%

0.5%

0.6%

0.7%

0.8%

5000 WDX

0.6%

0.7%

0.8%

0.9%

1.0%

1.1%

10000 WDX

0.7%

0.8%

0.9%

1.0%

1.1%

1.2%

20000 WDX

0.8%

0.9%

1.0%

1.1%

1.2%

1.3%

100000 WDX

0.9%

1.0%

1.1%

1.2%

1.3%

1.4%

200000 WDX

1.0%

1.1%

1.2%

1.3%

1.4%

1.5%

Amount \ time limit

The withdrawal of coins is regulated by the status. If you want to withdraw the accrued percentage, then
the daily percentage of accruals will not go down. If you withdraw at least one WDX from the amount of the
deposit, then the daily percentage drops to 0.3% per day. To increase the daily percentage, you must fulﬁll
all the conditions listed above again.

VIP staking WDX (alternative mining method)
Percentage is calculated from the amount of the deposit once a day.
Initial status: purchased in TRX coins equivalent to $ 10,000 and so on
Withdrawal: in WDX tokens, it is equivalent to $ 2500 or more per week
Income: from 1.1% to 1.5% per day
The percentage of daily accruals depends on:

in

The withdrawal of coins is regulated by the status. If you want to withdraw the accrued percentage, then
the daily percentage of accruals will not go down. If you withdraw at least one WDX from the amount of the
deposit, then the daily percentage drops to 0.3% per day. To increase the daily percentage, you must fulﬁll
all the conditions listed above again.

Referral system
The maximum depth of referral rewards is 10 lines.
Referral rewards for purchasing status
5% is credited for each purchase of the status of N-level referrals - to all its referrers with sufficient
status. The depth of remuneration and the withdrawal limit depends on the status.
Referral rewards for income from the staking of invitees
Rewards accrued in the amount of 2% of the income from staking referrals from 1 to 10 lines. Accrual
occurs at the time the invitee withdraws income to their Wordlex wallet. There are no limits on
withdrawals, the depth depends on the status.
Referral accruals for the vehicle program
More on them in the next section, “Shopping on proﬁtable terms”.

4. Shopping on proﬁtable terms
One of the main goals of Wordlex is not only to provide passive income and convenient ﬁnancial
management, but also to provide WDX coin holders with something more.
The ability to buy goods and services on unique terms. Thus, making the participation of people in the
ecosystem as proﬁtable, reliable and long-term as possible.
Vehicle Program
It is a unique offer today. It allows buy a car with a discount of up to 50%. To do this, the participant must
choose a new car from an authorized dealer anywhere in Russia, get a commercial offer in a car dealership
and upload it in your personal account Wordlex.
Today there are three main options for buying a car:
1) Purchase a car for 50% of its cost and remove restrictions in the vehicle title after 13 months.
2) You have the opportunity to pay another 25% of the cost of the car at any time and remove the
restriction in the TCP in 60 working days from the date of issue of the car under the lease
agreement.
- Please note that the renewal will take 1 week from the date of your request.
- This amount is not included in the referral rewards to the invitee
3) You have the opportunity, without paying anything, to invite 3 partners to the 1st line, who
will buy one car each, each of which is more expensive than yours and remove the restrictions in
the TCP ahead of schedule. Already 6 months after the car was issued.
The delivery of the car takes within 21 working days from the moment the participant pays the selected
cost of the car and full payment of the insurance.
Wordlex Vehicle Program referral rewards
In addition to the colossal beneﬁts when purchasing a car on such conditions, the participant has the
opportunity to receive additional income with the help of referral reward. And thereby compensate for
another part of the cost of your vehicle.

In the referral system of the Vehicle program, rewards can only be received by active users who meet
the following conditions:
•
•

Participant bought the car by himself using Wordlex Vehicle program.
In the ﬁrst line, the participant bought 2 or more cars using the Wordlex Vehicle program.

In case if the member's account is not active yet, then the reward will be frozen for 6 months and it will be
available for withdrawal if one of the above conditions is going to fulﬁll within six months. If within 6
months member don’t activate the his/her account, so his/her reward can be received by a higher-level
active account.
Accruals:
•
•

For the purchase of each car by partners from the ﬁrst line of the participant, he receives a reward
of 3.4% of the amount paid for the car.
For the purchase of each car by partners from the 2nd to the 10th line, the participant receives a
reward in the amount of 0.4% of the amount paid for the car.

Referral rewards from all other lines are accrued according to the member's status and are available for
withdrawal without restrictions. All referral credits are made in WDX tokens at the current exchange rate.

5. Already done
February 26, 2020
The birth of the Wordlex brand
March, 2020
Recruiting a development team
April, 2020
Creation of a WDX token of the ERC20 standard on the Ethereum blockchain
May, 2020
Start of development
June, 2020
Attracting leaders
July, 2020
Launch of the Telegram bot for staking WDX token
Start of pre-sale of WDX tokens
August, 2020
Attracting investors
September, 2020
Development of a mechanism, launch of staking of the WDX token on the smart contract of the Ethereum
blockchain;
Audit of smart contract;
Creation and implementation of a marketing promotion system and a remuneration plan for project
development;
Listing of the WDX token on the Coinsbit exchange

October, 2020
The Media about us:
•
https://ihodl.com/press-releases/2020-10-05/deﬁ-wordlex-aggregator-introduces-new-opportuni
ties-decentralized-ﬁnance-industry/;
•
https://abaxut.prnews.io/229550-The-Wordlex-Ecosystem-Takes-Decentralized-Finance-To-The-N
ext-Level.html
•
https://coinidol.com/wordlex-embodies-decentralization-ecosystem/
Creation model of the Wordlex business ecosystem, its mission and values, development roadmap of the
ecosystem.
Brand book development
Organization and launch of the technical support department.
Listing token WDX on the Alterdice exchange.
November, 2020
Launch of the Website and Vehicle program.
Buying the ﬁrst car for 50% of the cost.
Development of a tokenomic model for Wordlex programs.
Development of a new smart contract on the TRON blockchain.
Start of development of the Wordlex brand through social networks.
The ﬁrst business tour of Founder of the ecosystem around the cities of Russia.
December, 2020
Creation of official accounts of the ecosystem in social networks, reaching the number of subscribers 4500 people.
Updating the website and brand book.
Already we have bought 20 cars for 50% of the cost.
January, 2021
Created TRC20 WDX token. More than 100 cars were issued.
February, 2021
Transition to the TRON blockchain;
Updating marketing and staking terms.
Rebranding in a more modern style.
Translation of the website into English and Chinese
Launch of a P2P exchanger and its own exchange.
Integration into the SpaceBot app

6. Roadmap
The immediate plans of the project include the following important stages.
Listing on the Hotbit exchange. It is a ﬂexible and highly efficient marketplace with over $ 300 million
daily trading volume and 800+ coins listed. The appearance of cryptocurrency on this platform
immediately opens access to it for hundreds of thousands of users.
Integration into the Space Bot application. It is a mobile wallet and PoS-mining software at the same
time. At the moment, it already supports staking of several popular currencies, which WDX will soon join.
Mathematical algorithm of the Space Bot allows cryptocurrency to be deposited into the pool, thereby
providing a higher income due to the large number of coins of other users.
Listing on CoinMarketCap - the largest aggregator of information about the crypto market. This
resource allows you to ﬁnd out the rate, capitalization, trading volumes of most existing cryptocurrencies.
But not everyone can get into this listing - there are certain requirements for projects. Wordlex fully
complies with them.
Launch of innovative shopping programs on exclusive terms.
Expansion of the Wordlex Auto-program to the market of Kazakhstan and Ukraine. Creation and launch of a
program for buying phones and real estate. Members will be able to purchase phones and accommodations
on unique terms using the WDX token. The real estate program will operate through agreements with
partners - leasing companies.
Registration of a legal entity. The project is guaranteed to continue functioning in a decentralized
format, based on an automated smart contract. A legal entity is necessary to settle formalities and simplify
interaction with traditional ﬁnancial structures.
Hosting your own farm for mining cryptocurrencies. With opportunities for mining promising
cryptocurrencies, the company will be able to obtain additional assets for the development and
improvement of the technical and social aspects of the project.

Mobile application launch. In addition to the website, it is necessary to create a mobile application for
Android and iOS - this will expand the circle of potential users and give existing members the maximum
convenience in managing their account, prompt notiﬁcation, and convenient interaction. It will increase brand
conﬁdence and the prestige of participation in the ecosystem.
TOP-5 on the listing on the exchange. In the case, if more popular trading platforms will place the WDX
token, so number of potential clients will be increase, who are interested in crypto projects and sees the
prospects for tokens as trading and investment assets.
Launch of our own cryptocurrency exchange and p2p exchanger in the Telegram bot. A partner
exchanger will also be connected for buying and selling WDX tokens using bank cards.
Launch of a blockchain game with its own tokenomics. As an additional way to earn money, combined
with entertainment functionality. The style and plot of the game are still in development, but we attracted
experienced specialists in the ﬁeld of programming, graphic design and economic aspects are involved in their
creation.
Improvement of the website and presentation materials. Publications in the English-language media.

